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Does every finite algebraic system A with finitely many operations possess a
finite list of polynomial identities (laws), Valid in A, from which all other such 
identities follow? Surprisingly, no (R. C. Lyndon, 1954). The answer is, 
however, affirmative for various particular kinds of algebraic systems, such as 
finite groups (Oates and Powell), finite lattices, and even finite lattice-ordered 
algebraic systems (McKenzie). The purpose of the present paper is to provide 
a sufficient condition that guarantees an affirmative answer without referring 
to any particular kind of operation: It is sufficient for A to be a finite member 
of an equational class of algebraic systems whose congruence lattices are 
distributive. The proof is constructive. Applications include the case of lattice- 
ordered algebraic systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Finite Equational Bases 
For  a given algebra (algebraic system) A,  one common object of s tudy 
is the set of  po lynomia l  ident i t ies of  A (laws of  A,  ident ical  relat ions of 
A ) - - the  po lynomia l  equat ions that  ho ld  for all e lements of A. In  this 
regard,  a natura l  quest ion arises: (Q) Does A have a "f inite equat ional  
basis,"  i.e., a finite list of  (po lynomial )  ident i t ies of A that imp ly  all the 
other  ident i t ies of A ? 
For  example,  if A is a two-e lement  group,  regarded as an algebra with 
operat ions  of mult ip l icat ion,  inversion,  and a constant  operat ion e, 
then A does have a finite equat ional  basis, consist ing of the ident i ty  
x ~ = e, together  with the several  laws that  serve to define the class of 
all groups.  F rom these, all other  ident i t ies of A, such as the commutat ive  
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law and, say, (xy)x = y, can be derived. (In identities, universal quan- 
tification is to be understood.) 
For finite algebras A, an intuitively plausible conjecture would be that 
the answer to (Q) should always be "yes." After all, should not all 
properties of a finite algebra be finitely describable? Surprisingly, 
however, this conjecture is false: In 1954, Lyndon [49] constructed a 
seven-element algebra, with one binary operation, for which there is no 
finite equational basis. Subsequently, Visin [81] found a four-element 
example and Murskii [64] found a three-element example. Perkins [67] 
showed that the answer to (Q) is negative ven for an easily describable 
six-element semigroup: the semigroup of 2 × 2 matrices comprised by 
the identity matrix, the zero-matrix, and the four matrices whose entries 
are 0, 0, 0, 1 in some arrangement. 
In a sense, the supposedly plausible conjecture founders on two 
"infinite" aspects of the problem: (1) The identities of A involve 
arbitrarily large numbers of variables, and (2) the "implication" of all 
identities of A by a proposed finite list means that all algebraic systems B, 
finite or infinite, that satisfy the list must then satisfy all identities of A. 
(Equivalently, the finite list must yield all identities of A by formal 
derivations making no reference to A at all.) 
Nevertheless, a finite equation basis is known to exist in the following 
nontrivial cases: All algebras with two elements and finitely many 
operations [48]; all finite groups [65]; finite Heyting algebras (de Jongh, 
reported in [80]); three-element semigroups and commutative s migroups 
[67]; finite lattices and even finite lattices with finitely may additional 
operations [57] ; finite rings [45]; finite commutative Moufang loops [20] ; 
and finite loops with no proper nontrivial subloops [51]. For further 
comment, see the informative surveys of Tarski [77] and MacDonald [50]. 
1.2. Congruence Distributivity and the Main Theorem 
In the meantime, B. J6nsson had discovered a pair of surprising 
theorems about equational classes (varieties, primitive classes, classes 
defined by identities) of algebras whose lattices of congruence relations 
are distributive ([36], quoted as 2.3 and 2.5 below). Among such "con- 
gruence-distributive" equational classes are the class of all lattices and 
every equational class of lattices with finitely many additional operations. 
J6nsson found that membership in a congruence-distributive equational 
class entities an algebra to privileges not usually enjoyed even by in- 
dividual algebras with distributive congruence lattices. For example, 
if A is a finite algebra in a congruence-distributive equational class, 
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then no subdirectly irreducible algebra of the same operational type, 
but with more elements than A, can have the same identities as A 
[23, 36]. Further relations between congruenee-distributivity and 
identities were later developed, as explained in [4]. In this setting, 
McKenzie's theorem for lattices and lattices with added operations 
suggested the following theorem, which was announced in [3] and will 
be proved constructively in this paper. 
1.3 THEOREM. I f  a finite algebra A is a member of a congruence- 
distributive equational class of finite type, then A has a finite equational 
basis. 
(An equational class is said to be of finite type if it has only finitely 
many basic operations. In comparison, even a two-element lattice with 
infinitely many additional nullary operations certainly has no finite 
equational basis.) 
This theorem contains MeKenzie's theorem, and so applies to finite 
lattices and to such lattice-ordered structures as orthomodular lattices 
[11, 12, 33], Heyting algebras, [4, 56, 80], cylindric algebras of finite 
dimension [30, 31], and relation algebras [38, 76]. (See also [4, Theorem 
2.15(d)].) The theorem also applies to such non-lattice-ordered structures 
as implication algebras [62], arithmetical gebras [70], and tournaments 
[24]. (Of course, the theorem does not apply to many of the other positive 
cases listed in 1.1.) 
The proof offered in this paper is in essence the original one, based 
on a combinatorial calculation using Ramsey's theorem; efforts to find a 
shorter constructive proof have not yet borne fruit. The proof, although 
long, does provide some concomitant insight into the structural im- 
plications of congruence-distributivity. 
Shorter, nonconstructive proofs of Theorem 1.3 do now exist: 
Herrmann has devised an ingenious nonconstructive shortcut in the 
original proof, for the case of finite lattices [32]. This method can be 
adapted to prove Theorem 1.3 (see Sections 9-11 below). Herrmann's 
method also yields finite-basis results for some other classes of lattices. 
Subsequently, Makkai [52] has shown how the theory developed in [4] 
can be used to give a short nonconstructive proof of the full version of 
Theorem 1.3. Makkai's method, while similar in spirit to Herrmann's, 
is different in detail and is even more efficient. The methods of Hermann 
and Makkai are analyzed and contrasted in Sections 9-11. 
Interest in relations between identities and congruence relations has 
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been growing rapidly. One attractive question is the possible generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 1.3 to congruence-modular equational classes, a feat 
that would at last unify the Oates-Powell theorem for groups, Kruse's 
theorem for rings, and the present congruence-distributive th ory. 
1.4. Outline 
The main goal of the paper is a constructive proof of Theorem 1.3. 
The development is phrased, however, so that as much of the theory as 
possible is applicable to other problems. The  paper concludes with a 
synthesis and generalization of the known nonconstructive proofs. 
The sections are organized as follows. Section 2: Reduction of 
Theorem 1.3 to the consideration of classes defined by a cardinality 
restriction. Section 3: An exposition (with some .proofs postponed) of 
"h-translations," the basic tool of the paper. Section 4: A finite-basis 
criterion, applicable to a wider class of problems. Sections 5, 6: Technical 
lemmas, and proofs previously deferred. Sections 7, 8: The application 
of the finite-basis criterion of Section 4 to the reduced problem of 
Section 2, via a combinatorial argument using Ramsey's theorem. 
Sections 9-11: An exposition and reformulation of the nonconstructive 
methods of Hermann and Makkai, in terms of finitely subdirect irreduc- 
ibility. 
This paper has been organized so that the basic framework of the 
reasoning may be ascertained from Sections 2, 3, 4, 7, and 9 alone. 
Technical details have been relegated to the remaining sections. 
1.5. Terminology and Notation 
E is invariably an equational class, K a subclass of E. The equational 
class generated by a class K is denoted by K ~. The equational class 
generated by a single algebra A is denoted by A ~. An equational basis for 
K (or A) is a set of defining identities for K ~ (or A+). Thus an equational 
basis for K and an equational basis for K ~ are the sam6 thing. No nota- 
tional distinction is made between an algebra and its underlying set. As 
mentioned above, an algebra A is said to be of finite type if A has only 
finitely many basic operations. A is said to be subdirectly irreducible (SI) 
if A has no nontrivial representation as a subdirect product, or equiv- 
alently, if there is a least nonzero congruence r lation oft A. A is said to 
be finitely subdirectly irreducible (FSI) if A has: no nontriviat representa- 
tion as a subdirect product of finitely many factors, o r  equivalently, if
every two nonzero congruence r lations on A havea nonzero intersection. 
(McKenzie [58], however, uses the abbreviation "FSI'~' to mean "finite 
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and SI.") A ~2) will denote the set of 2-element subsets of A (nontrivial 
unordered pairs formed by elements of A). The congruence relation in 
A generated by identifying a and b will be denoted by O(a, b); such 
congruence relations are called "principal." 
This paper is based in part on the ideas delineated in [2] and [4]. While 
these papers are on occasion quoted for motivational purposes, the 
present treatment is intended to be self-contained. Some additional 
papers with a bearing on congruence distributivity are listed in the 
references. 
General references on lattice theory are [9, 16, 27, 75]; on universal 
algebra [15, 26, 37, 55, 68]; on ordered algebras [25]; on model theory 
[26, 73]; and on equational logic [59, 77]. 
2. ALGEBRAS OF BOUNDED CARDINALITY 
It is easy to describe afinite algebra A of finite type, up to isomorphism, 
by finitely many sentences. To pass from a description of A to the 
required equational description of A ~, we must produce, from such 
sentences describing A, some list of identities. Unfortunately, the 
describing sentences for A will contain existential quantification and 
negation and so lie, in structure, at some distance from identities. 
It is easier to throw A into the pool of all algebras of the same or lesser 
cardinality, within an enveloping congruence-distributive equational 
class. Such a cardinality restriction has an easier syntactic form. The 
main theorem, then, will be derived in this section as a consequence of
the following fact. 
2.1 THEOREM. Let E be a finitely based congruence-distributive 
equational class of finite type. For any positive integer m, let E~ be the class 
of members of E of cardinality at most m. Then E,~ ~ is finitely based. More 
generally, if E is not assumed to be finitely based, then Em ~ is still finitely 
based "relative to E," i.e., is definable by finitely many identities in addition 
to those defining E. 
A constructive proof of this theorem will be the goal of the next 
several sections and will be completed only in Section 8. (Some addi- 
tional discussion precedes 7,1.) 
In order to derive Theorem 1.3 from Theorem 2.1, three facts are 
needed. The first is also used by McKenzie [57, Sect. 2]. 
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2.2 THEOREM [7, Theorem 11, p. 442]. Let A be a finite algebra of 
finite type. Then the set of m-variable identities of A has a finite basis, for 
any positive integer m. 
Birkhoff's proof is constructive; the identities are read off from the 
operation tables of A. 
The second fact is a rephrasing of the key discovery of Jdnsson 
[36, Theorem 3.3]. (The proof appears also in [26, p. 245].) 
2.3 THEOREM [36]. Let K be a class of algebras closed under formation 
of ultraproducts, ubalgebr as, and homomorphic images. I f  K ~ is congruence- 
distributive, then every subdirectly irreducible (SI) algebra in K ~ already 
lies in K. More generally, the same is true of finitely subdirectly irreducible 
(FSI) algebras. 
The third fact: 
2.4 PROPOSlTmN. Any congruence-distributive equational class E is 
contained in a finitely based congruence-distributive equational class E' of 
the same type. 
This proposition is an immediate consequence of the following 
theorem of J6nsson, which characterizes congruence-distributivity by 
the existence of finitely many polynomials ubject to finitely many 
identities. To prove Proposition 2.4, then, we merely choose such 
polynomials for E and use their identities to define E'. 
2.5 THEOREM [35, Theorem 2.1]. An equational class E is congruence- 
distributive if and only if there exists an integer n >~ 2 and ternary 
polynomial expressions t o ,..., t~ such that the following identities hold for 
all algebras in E. 
tj(x, y, x) = x (j = 0, 1,..., n); (2.5a) 
tj(~, x, ~) = tm(x, x, z) 
t~(~, ~, ~) = t~+dx, ~, ~) 
if j is even; 
(2.5b) 
if j is odd; 
to(X ,y, z) = x, t,(x, y, z) = z. (2.5c) 
(Observe that t o and t~ are included merely as a notational convenience.) 
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2.6. Proof of Theorem 1.1 with Theorem 2.1 Assumed 
For A e E as given, let m be the cardinality of A and let E,~ be as in 
Theorem 2.1. We proceed by showing that (a) without loss of generality, 
E is determined by finitely many identities, (b) E~ e is then determined 
by adding finitely many more identities and (c) A e is determined by 
again adding finitely many more. Here (a) follows from Proposition 2.4, 
since E can be replaced by E' if necessary, and (b) is the assertion of 
Theorem 2.1. For (c), observe first that Em satisfies the requirements 
for K in Theorem 2.3. Because any equational class is generated by its 
SI members, it follows that each equational subclass of E,~ * is generated 
by members lying in E~.  Therefore A * is determined, relative to E~ *, 
by any collection of identities ufficient o decide membership in A * for 
members ofE m alone. The set of all m-variable identities of A is certainly 
one such collection; the finite basis of m-variable identities provided by 
Birkhoff (Theorem 2.2 abo'Ce) is then another such collection. 
Observe that this proof is constructive, if the J6nsson polynomials 
t o .... , t~ are known--a condition invariably fulfilled in practice. In fact, 
it will always be tacitly assumed that each congruence-distributive 
equational class E discussed in this paper comes with a designated list 
of polynomial expressions t o ,..., t~. 
3. h-TRANSLATIONS 
Both the original Theorem 1.3 and its reduction (Theorem 2.1) to 
classes of bounded cardinality involve problems of this form: For a given 
class K of algebras, find a finite equational basis for K ~. 
For many such classes K, including the case of the class E~ of Section 2, 
K ~ was described in [4], first by a condition involving congruence 
relations and thence by an infinite set of identities. Even if a finite set of 
identities does exist for a particular K, the method of that paper, in 
effect, does not know when to stop producing identities. The approach 
of the present paper is to locate the stopping point by tying congruence 
relations to something that can be counted. This counting mechanism is
provided by an examination of certain translations in algebras. 
The word "translation" for algebraic systems does not have a meaning 
agreed upon by all authors [9, p. 137; 28; 53] but all relevant usages 
coincide in one respect: A translation is some kind of unary algebraic 
function, i.e., function on an algebra A to itself, obtained by freezing 
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all entries except one in a polynomial function of A [26, pp. 45, 54]. If  qo 
is any such function, then a -= b (rood 0) implies 5o(a) ~ ~(b) (rood 0), 
for any congruence relation 0 of A. Thus such functions can be used to 
ferry congruence information around in A. We shall define, for k 
0, 1, 2 .... , the concept of a "k-translat ion"--a map that carries congruence 
information at most a "distance" k in d .  
This section will be devoted to a definition and discussion of the basic 
properties of h-translations. Their  application to a description of classes 
K ~ will be left to the next section. 
3.1 DEFINITION. Let A be an algebra in a congruence-distributive 
equational class E with chosen Jdnsson polynomials t0,..., & .  By a 
basic translation on A let us means a unary algebraic function obtained 
by freezing all entries, except one, in any of the basic operations of A 
[53, Sect. i]. By a Jdnsson-polynomial translation on A let us mean a 
unary algebraic function obtained by freezing two entries of one of the 
ternary polynomials t i . Now for k = 0, 1,... let us say that a function ~o 
on A ~ A is a k-translation if ~v can be expressed as a composition of at 
most k functions, each of which is a basic translation or a Jdnsson- 
polynomial translation. (The identity function is to be considered a 
0-translation.) 
For example, if L is a lattice and a ~L, then m~ :L  ~L  given by 
m~(x) = a A x is a basic translation, and 5o:L--+L given by q~(x)= 
((x v a) A b) v c, for fixed a, b, c, is a 3-translation. 
The inclusion of J6nsson-polynomial translations in Definition 3.1 is 
a technical convenience that greatly simplifies statements of some 
theorems to come. For the case of lattices, the use of J6nsson-polynomial 
translations can be avoided without difficulty, as in [2]. 
The h-translations (for varying k) form a Mal'cev family in the sense 
of [4, Remark 3.10] (see 5.1). 
It will also be convenient to have a simple notation for the movement 
in an algebra A produced by applying a k-translation: 
Any map on A --+ A induces a map on various other sets to themselves 
(the set of ordered pairs from A, the set of unordered pairs from A, the 
set of all subsets of A, the set of all sequences from A, etc.). I f  ~, ~/are 
elements of A or of any one of these sets, let us write ~ --+k ~1 if there is 
a h-translation that takes ~: to ~. Let us write ( --+ ~ if ~: -+~ ~ for some k. 
For example, if a/b is a formal quotient in a lattice L and c is any 
element, then a/b --+1 (a v c)/(b v c). More generally, in a lattice, if c/d 
is weakly projective into a/b then a/b --~ c/d. (Cf. [2, Lemma 3,2]. The 
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converse statement would hold were it not for the presence of J6nsson- 
polynomial translations in the picture.) 
As another example, the remark that k-translations preserve con- 
gruence in an algebra A can be rephrased: I f  (a, b}-+ (c, d}, then 
O(a, b) D_ O(c, d). An application: In [4] equations uch as O(aa , bl) w "" u 
O(au, bN) - -0  were fundamental. A sufficient condition that this 
equation fail, then, is that there exist c =~ d such that (ai, bi} --+ {c, d} 
for all i. In other words, if we restrict our attention to the set A (2) of 
nontrivial (two-element) unordered pairs from A and regard --+ as a 
quasi-order on A i2), then the necessary condition for failure is that the N 
pairs {a~, b~} in A (2~ have a common upper bound in A ~2~ (cf. [2, 
Lemma 3.2]). 
An interesting fact is that this necessary condition is also sufficient. 
Because this fact is crucial to the present paper, it is appropriate to give 
it a name, the "arrow lemma": 
3.2 LEMMA (Arrow Lemma). Let E be a congruence-distributive 
equational class and let A ~ E. Then for al , bl ,..., aN, bN ~ A with 
a i ~ b~ the following are equivalent. 
(1) (~40(a,,b 0 >0,  
(2) the pairs (a~, b~} have a common upper bound in A% under ~.  
The proof, which is somewhat technical, will be given in Proof 5.2. 
The proof does depend on the incorporation of the polynomials t i in 
the definition of a k-translation. 
3.3 COROLLARY. An algebra A in a congruence-distributive equational 
class E is finitely subdirectly irreducible (FSI) if and only if the quasi- 
ordered set (>I (2), --+) is directed. 
Proof. _// is FSI if and only if the intersection of any two nonzero 
congruence relations is nonzero. Since every congruence relation is a join 
of principal ones, this condition can be checked by testing intersections 
of principal congruence relations alone. The case N = 2 of Lemma 3.2 
then applies. 
While Corollary 3.3 appl!es in particular to SI algebras, there does not 
seem to be a simple characterization f SI algebras in terms of the quasi- 
ordered set (A ,2,, -->). 
3.4 Terminology for Future Reference. Suppose (al, bx},... , (a~ , bN} 
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have a common bound {c, d} in A C~}, reachable via k-translations for some 
particular integer k. In other words, {a~, b~} --~ {c, d} for each i. Then 
let us say simply, "{aa, ba},..., {an, bu} are k-bounded" in A ~2', with 
"k-bound" {c, d}. 
4. A FINITE-BASIS CRITERION 
For any positive integer m, the property of having cardinality at most m 
can be describedbythe s ntence/~,~given by/z~, = (Vx 1 .... , x~+l)OR~<~.x~ = 
x~., where OR denotes disjunction. This sentence is an example of a 
"universal disjunction of equations" (UDE) [2, 4], i.e., a sentence 3 of 
the form 
3 = (V xl ,..., x~)fl(x) = gl(x) OR""  ORf~(x) = gN(X), (4.0) 
where the f~, gi are polynomial expressions. (We shall always assume 
such expressions are in the language of E . )  
Thus the assertion of Theorem 2.1, that E,~f is finitely based, is an 
answer, in one instance, to a larger question: Let E be a finitely based 
congruence-distributive equational class, let ~ be a UDE formed from 
polynomial expressions of E, and let K be the class of members of E 
that satisfy 5. When is K * finitely based ? 
In this section, Criterion 4.5 will answer this question. In Section 6, 
the criterion will be applied to yield a constructive proof of Theorem 2.1, 
and thereby of the main Theorem 1.3. The criterion will also yield a 
short nonconstructive proof of Theorem 2.1 in Sections 9-11, in the 
form of a simultaneous generalization (Theorem 9.1) of the theories of 
Herrmann and of Makkai [32, 52]. 
4.1. Descriptions of K ~ 
An obvious starting point in developing such a criterion is simply to 
describe K *. This was the purpose of [4]. One description had in essence 
been given in [36]: K ~ consists of those members of E that satisfy 8 
residually, i.e., are subdirect products of algebras satisfying 3 in the 
ordinary sense (models of 5). In [4], two more descriptions were given. 
Of these, the second was simply a set of identities, I[3]. The first, on 
which the second depended, can be summarized (in a terminology helpful 
for the present paper) as follows. 
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(a) I f  3 fails in A, then there exist c 1 ,..., c~ ~ d such that fi(c) ;~ 
gi(c) for all i. Let us concentrate not on the elements c~. but rather on 
the pairs {fi(c), gi(c)}, which we may call a set of failure pairs for 3. 
(b) For pairs of elements {al, bl},..., {aN, bN} in an algebra A, let us call 
the congruence relation 0i  O(ai, b~) their congruence intersection. (c) A 
satisfies 3primitively [4, 32] if, in our present erminology, the congruence 
intersection of any set of failure pairs for 3 in A is 0. Then K ~ consists of 
all algebras in E that satisfy 8 primitively. 
For example, if 2 = {0, 1} is the two-element chain, then 2 × 2 
fails to satisfy the cardinality sentence/z 2 , but does satisfy/x 2primitively. 
A glance at Lemma 3.2 shows that primitive satisfaction of 3 can be 
reexpressed in terms of -+-boundedness to yield the following equiv- 
alences. 
4.2 TttEOREM. Let E be a congruence-distributive equational class, 
let ~ be a UDE,  and let K be the class of models of8 inE. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent for A ~ E. 
(1) A ~ K ~, 
(2) A satisfies ~ residually, 
(3) A satisfies ~ primitively, i.e., the congruence intersection of any 
set of failure pairs for ~ in A is O, 
(4) A satisfies the set of identities I[8], 
(5) no set of failure pairs for ~ in A is bounded in A C~), under --~. 
4.3. The Question of Finite Axiomatizability 
How can a criterion for the finite axiomatizability of K ~ be drawn from 
Theorem 4.2 ? The essential observations needed are the following. (E 
must be of finite type; for simplicity, let us suppose also that E is finitely 
based.) (a) The equivalence of (1) and (5) can be reexpressed by saying 
that K ~ is determined (relative to E) by this infinite list of assertions, 
where k = 0, 1, 2,...: "No set  of failure pairs for ~ is k-bounded." 
(b) Each such assertion is expressible by a first-order sentence. (c) There- 
fore, according to GSdel's compactness theorem, K ~ is already determined 
by finitely many of these assertions if and only if K ~ is already determined 
by finitely many of its defining identities. (d) Since the assertions become 
stronger with increasing k, any finite set of them is equivalent to a single 
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one of them. (e) Thus K * is finitely based if and only if there exists k 0 such 
that the koth assertion determines K e. (f) Since, as noted, K * is determined 
by all the assertions, K * is finitely based if and only if it meets this 
condition (phrased in the contrapositive): (*) There exists ko such 
that if an algebra A ~E has any bounded set of failure pairs for 5, 
then A already has a ko-bounded set of failure pairs, i.e., a set of failure 
pairs bounded in A (2) via k0-translations ( ee (3.4)). 
The condition (*) represents a criterion of sorts. It could stand 
improvement in two respects: (i) It has a conditional clause (the existence 
of some bounded set of failure pairs) that may be difficult to verify, and 
(ii) even when the condition (*) is met, the reasoning iven does not 
produce an explicit list of defining identities for K ~. 
Objection (i) will be met by showing that attention can be restricted 
to SI algebras, where, according to Corollary 3.3, any set of pairs in A (z) 
is bounded. Objection (ii) will be met by proving a relation between the 
k 0 of (*) and an explicit set of defining identities for K ~, similar to the 
identities constructed in [4, Sect. 4]. 
Because the construction and validity of these identities depend on 
the technical lemmas relegated to Section 5, it will be clearest now merely 
to codify their existence and properties, for reference: 
4.4 THEOREM. Let E be a congruence-distributive equational class of 
finite type, and let 3 be a UDE (in the language of E). Then there exists for 
each k, k ~-- O, 1,..., a set Ik[3 ] of identities, such that 
(a) the union of the sets I~[3] determines (within E) the equational 
class generated by those members of E that satisfy 3; 
(b) Ik[~] is finite for each k; 
(c) Ik[3 ] Z Ik+113 ] for each k; 
(d) if A E E contains a k-bounded set of failure pairs for 3, then some 
member of Ie[3] fails in A; and 
( e) if some member of lk[ S ] fails in AcE ,  then A contains a ( k + 2N)- 
bounded set of failure pairs for 3, where N is the number of disjugands in 3. 
The construction and proof will be given in Proof 6.3, after the 
machinery of Section 5 is available. The property most relevant for our 
present purposes is (d). 
Here, then, is the criterion. 
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4.5 CRITERION. Let E be a congruence-distributive equational class of 
finite type, let 3 be a UDE formed from E-polynomial expressions, and let K 
be the class of models of 3 in E. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) K * is finitely based (relative to E). 
(2) K * is determined, relative to E, by the finitely many identities in 
Ik[~], for some k. 
(3) There is an integer k' such that whenever an algebra A E E has 
a set of failure pairs for 6 that is bounded in A (z), then A already has a 
k'-bounded set of failure pairs for 3; 
(3si) There is an integer k" such that when 3 fails in an SI algebra 
A c E, then A has a U-bounded set of failure pairs for 3. 
Moreover, i f  a suitable value of one of the parameters k, k', k" is known, 
then suitable of the other two parameters can be found in terms of the 
number N of disjugands of 3, as follows. Given k, choose k' = k " = k + 2N, 
given h', choose k : k" ~ k'; given k", choose k ~ k", k' ~ k" + 2N. 
The proof appears as 4.7 below. 
4.6 Remarks. (a) For the definition of "k-bounded," see 3.4. (b) Of 
course, if E itself is finitely based, the qualification "relative to E"  in 
condition (1) can be dropped. (c) The criterion generalizes to the case 
where K is defined, relative to E, by finitely many UDE's; K * will be 
finitely based (relative to E) if the condition (3) or (3s~) is met for each 
UDE individually. (d) The condition (3s~) could be replaced by an 
equivalent condition (3Fs~)- (e) In conditions (3) and (3s~), it is not 
asserted that any given set of failure pairs is k'-bounded or k"-bounded. 
(f) The criterion will usually be applied in the form (3st) ~ (2). (g) The 
knowledge that k can be chosen to be k" makes the criterion constructive, 
if k" is known. (h) For equational classes of lattices, the criterion holds 
even if J6nsson-polynomial translations are omitted in the definition of 
---~k and k-boundedness. 
4.7 Proof of the Criterion, in the Order (1) ~ (2) ~ (3) ~ (Ss,) ~ (1). 
(1) ~ (2): Use G6del's compactness theorem, relativized to E. (2) ~ (3): 
I f  k is known and A has a bounded set of failure pairs for ~, then by 
Theorem 4.4(a), (d), A ~ K ~. Then by (2), some identity in I~[~] fails in _d. 
By (e) of Theorem 4.4, A has a (k + 2N)-bounded set of failure pairs for 
3, so (3) holds with k' • k + 2N. (3) ~ (3si): By Corollary 3.3, any 
set of failure pairs in an SI algebra is bounded, so the assertion of (3) 
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reduces to the assertion of (3s0, with k" = k'. (3s,) ~ (I): Because 
Ik-[~ ] is finite and already forms part of a defining set of identities for K ", 
it is enough to show that the equational class determined by I~,,[3] is no 
larger than K e. In fact, because any equational class is generated by its SI 
members, it is enough to show that any SI model of I~,[3] is in K e. But 
(3s~) and Theorem 4.4(d) combine to say: If 3 fails in an SI algebra, then 
so does Ik,,[~ ]. In other words, every SI model of Ik,,[6 ] is even in K. 
This completes the proof of the equivalence of (1)-(3s~). With regard to 
the relations between choices of k, k', k", the only nontrivial relations are 
implicit in the proof of equivalence just concluded. 
(Note: The summary (Theorem 4.2) of facts from [4] was in the end 
supplanted in the proof by a use of Theorem 4.4, whose proof in Proof 6.3 
will likewise not depend on Theorem 4.2. Thus the reasoning of this 
paper is actually independent of [4].) 
5. THE SEQUENCE LEMMAS 
This section provides the calculations with Jdnsson's polynomials t¢ 
that are necessary tosupply the proof of Lemma 3.2, the "arrow lemma." 
The resulting facts will be used again in Section 6, in conjunction with a 
study of the sets Ie[3] of identities, and in Sections 7-8, where they are 
at the core of the main computation of this paper. 
As usual, let us work inside a congruence-distributive equational 
class E with specified polynomial expressions tj. 
The following terminology will be helpful. For elements c, d of an 
algebra A e E, a finite sequence S = (c o , c 1 ,..., cr), where Co = c and 
c, = d, will be called simply a "sequence from c to d"; the unordered 
pairs {ci_l, ci} (1 ~< i ~< r) will be called the "links" of S. The possibility 
Q-1 = c~ is admitted (a "trivial link"). 
In this terminology, for example, Mal'cev's construction of principal 
congruence relations, adapted to translations, can be expressed as 
follows. 
5.1 PROPOSITION (Mal'cev [53; 26, p. 54]). For elements a, b, c, d 
of an algebra A in the congruence-distributive equational class E, c =-- 
d mod O(a, b) i f  and only if  there is a sequence f rom c to d whose links are 
k-translates of (a, b} for some k. 
(The proof is a straightforward verification that the given requirement 
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on pairs (c, d) determines a congruence relation with the properties of 
O(a, b). The inclusion of Jdnsson-polynomial translations in the definition 
of k-translation is not needed here.) 
Proposition 5.1 suggests the following reasoning in support of 
Lemma 3.2, the "arrow lemma," whose proof has remained on the 
agenda. 
5.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2. (2) =~ (1): I f  {c, d} is a common upper 
bound of (al ,  bt},..., (an, bN} in A {2), then c =~ d by the definition of 
A ~2), and c ~ d rood O(a i , b~) for each i by the fact that -+ preserves 
congruence. Thus (1) holds. (1) =~ (2): I f  (al ,  b~},..., {aN, bN} have a 
nonzero congruence intersection, then choose c @ d such that c 
d mod O(a~, b~) for each i. Thus {c, d} • A (z), but {c, d} may not be a 
common upper bound of the {ai, b~} in A (2). Nevertheless, by Proposi- 
tion 5.1 there are N sequences S 1 .... , Su from c to d such that each link 
of Si is a k-translate of {ai, b~}, for some 
if this last sentence can be supplied: It 
from each S~ so that the N chosen links 
have a common upper bound in A (~ via 
This last sentence is justified by the 
even more precise information. (Again, 
convenience. The proof is given in 5.6.) 
k. The proof will be complete 
is possible to choose one link 
are nontrivial (are in A (2)) and 
----~. 
following lemma, which gives 
a name is provided for future 
5.3 LEMMA (Multisequence lemma). Let S 1,..., SN be sequences all 
joining the same two distinct elements c, d in an algebra A of the congruence- 
distributive quational class E. Then it is possible to choose, for each i, one 
link of S i , to be called its "key link," so that the N key links are no^trivial 
and are N-bounded in A (~). 
The knowledge that the bound can be reached from each key link in 
at most N steps will be crucial in future applications of the lemma. 
5.4 Discussion. For the special case where E is an equational class of 
lattices, one can usually restrict attention to the case where c < d and 
the sequences S1 ,..., S~v are ascending chains. A direct proof of the 
Multisequence lemma is then easy: Write Sj (c(0J') .... , r(J) \ Among ~r(D/" 
N-tuples i of indices with the property/1) ~(N) ~m  ^  "" ^  > c, choose one 
(again called i) that is minimal with respect o this property under the 
~(1) ~(N) then the coordinatewise ordering of N-tuples. I f  e ~ i(1) ^  ' "  h i(N) , 
1-translation q~(x) = x n e carries the i(j)th link of S i to {c, e} for each j. 
Thus the N key links are not merely N-bounded, but 1-bounded. 
6o7/24/3-2 
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For the proof of the Multisequence l mma in full generality, though, 
one must use an induction requiring some preparation (Lemma 5.5). 
Jdnsson's polynomials to,..., t~, not needed for lattices, now enter 
through the following construction (cf. [4, proof of Lemma 3.5]). 
Let S = (c 0 , cl,... , c~) (c o = c, c, ~ d) be a sequence from c to d in  
A ~ E. The derived sequence of S, denoted S t, is a certain new sequence 
from c to d: S t is obtained by stringing together n -- 1 segments. The 
first segment runs from c = tl(c , c, d) to tl(c, d, d) ~ t~(c, d, d); 
specifically, its elements are tl(c , Q,  d) for i = 0, 1,..., r. The second 
segment runs from t2(c, d, d) to t2(c , c, d) = ta(c, c, d); its elements are 
t2(c,Q, d) for i = r , r - -1 , . . . ,0 .  The sequence S t continues with 
elements t3(c , c i , d), for i alternately increasing and decreasing between 
successive changes inj .  The last segment ends at d, in the guise of either 
t~_~(c, c, d) or t~_~(c, d, d), depending on the parity of n. (S ~ is related to 
[36, Sect. 2, inclusion (4)].) 
This construction is used in proving the following lemma, which 
isolates the inductive step of the Multisequence l mma. 
5.5 LEMMA (Single-sequence L mma). Let S be a sequence between 
distinct elements c, d in an algebra A of the congruence-distributive equa- 
tional class E. Then there is a nontrivial link of S such that this link and 
{c, d} are 1-bounded in A (~). A bound is in fact the first nontrivial link of 
the derived sequence S t. 
Proof. Let e = tj(c, Q ,  d) be the first term of S t that is different 
from c. Suppose i was increasing during the j th  segment of Sl; the case 
of decreasing i is similar. Then the preceding term is t~(c, Q-1,  d) = c. 
Thus (c, e} = (tj(c, Ci_l, d), tj(c, Q ,  d)}, so that {Q- l ,  Q} --~1 (c, e} via 
a middle-entry J6nsson-polynomial translation; further, (c, e} = 
{tj(c, Q ,  c), t~(c, Q ,  d)}, so that (c, d} --~1 {c, e} via a third-entry Jdnsson- 
polynomial translation. 
5.6 Proof of Lemma 5.3, the Muhisequence Lemma. Rather than use 
the statement of the lemma itself as an inductive hypothesis, it is 
convenient to use a stronger hypothesis: (*) The N key links can be 
chosen so that {c, d} and the N key links are together N-bounded. For 
(*), the case N = 0 makes sense and is trivially true. Next, assume (*) 
for N = M and consider the case of N = M + 1 sequences. By (*), 
then, (c, d} and M links from S 1 ,..., SM have a common M-bound in 
_//(2), say {c', d'}. The M-translation qo taking {c, d} to {c', d'} carries 
SM+I to a sequence SM+ 1 from c' to d'. According to the "single-sequence 
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lemma" Lemma 5.5, there is a common 1-bound {c', d'} for (c', d'} 
and some link o f  S~t+l representable as q~ applied to a link of S, .  
(c", d"} is thus an (tl,/q- 1)-translate of that link of SM and is also an 
(M -~- 1)-translate of (c, d} and of the chosen links of $1,..., S~,  by an 
arrow --+M+I routed through {c', d'}. The case N = M -~- 1 is therefore 
verified, and the induction is complete. 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITIES 
For E, 3, and K as usual, Theorem 4.4 asserted the existence of a 
defining set of identities for K ~ in which the identities are closely tied 
to k-translations for various k. This section is devoted to the requisite 
construction of identities and consequent proof of Theorem 4.4. 
In [4, Sect. 4], identities determining K ~ were likewise given. The 
identities given here will differ mainly in one small but essential respect: 
The "composition of pairs" by association from the right instead of 
association from the  left. The resulting new identities are more easily 
studied using k-translations, whereas the former identities were better 
suited to study by intersection of principal congruence relations. The 
lattice identities constructed in [2, Sect. 3] are more nearly of the 
present form. In fact, the reasoning of this section is a generalization 
of the reasoning of [2, Proof of Theorem 3.1]. [In that proof, note one 
misprint: In the next-to-last sentence, read ~ for ~.] 
A fixed congruence-distributive equational class E of finite type with 
known J6nsson-polynomial expressions t 1 ,..., t,~_ 1 will be assumed. 
Let 3 be a fixed UDE in the usual form (4.0), and let K be the subclass 
of E determined by & 
Let us borrow the notational conveniences of [4, Sections 3, 4]: (1) For 
d ~E and (a, b), (c, d) EA × A andj  = 1,..., n -- 1, let (a, b) *j (c, d) 
denote the pair (tj(a, c, b), t~(a, d, b)) obtained by applying the 1- 
translation ~(x) ~ tj(a, x, b) to c and d. Similarly, if f l ,  gl , f2,  g2 are 
polynomial expressions, let ( . / -1,gl)*j  (f2 ,ge) denote the pair of 
composite polynomial expressions (tj.(f~ , f2,  gl), t3(f~, g~, gl)). (2) If  
f, g are polynomial expressions, let equ(f, g) denote the equation f = g. 
Next, choose for each k a family ~(k) of polynomial expressions 
inducing all k-translations. This can be done economically and canon- 
ically, as follows. Each polynomial expression will involve variables 
x o , x I ,... as needed. Let ~(o) consist only of x o . Let each member of 
~(k+a) be either(i) a member of ~(k); (ii) a composition tj(p, xr+l, xr+2) 
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or tj(xr+ I ,p, xr+2) or  /](x~,+l , xr+ 2 ,p ) ,  where p E~ ~k) and variables 
Xo, x 1 ,..., xr appear in p; or ( i i i )a similar composition using a basic- 
operation expression of any "arity" > 0 in place of t j .  Thus x 0 is 
nested innermost. 
Finally, for each k let Ik[8 ] be the set of all identities of the form 
(Vx)(VW) equ((F 1 , G1) *~(z) -" *j(N)(FN, Gn) ), (6.1) 
where (a) for each i, a polynomial expression P ie  g{k) of any arity e(i) 
• i 
We(i)--1), is chosen  and  F~ = Pdf i (x ) ,  Wl ~ .... , w,,~,_~), Ca = p i (g~(x) ,  w,~,..., ~ " 
(b) j (2), . . . , j (N) ~ (1,..., n -- 1}; (c) W denotes the list of all variables wj ~ 
used; and (d) the operations *j(¢) are understood to be associated from 
the right. 
In preparation for the proof that these identities do fulfill the require- 
ments of Theorem 4.4, the following lemma contains all the necessary 
facts about iterated *j operations on pairs. 
6.2 LEMMA. ForE as above, A ~E, and (a 1 , bl), ..., (a n, b~) ~ A × A, 
the set H of pairs of the form (al, bl)*j(2)((a 2, b2)*j.(3)('"*~(n)(aN, bn))--.)), 
where j(2), . . . , j (N) c {1,..., n -- 1} has these properties: 
(i) I f  a~ = b i for some i, then r = s for all (r, s) ~ H. 
(ii) I f  the unordered pairs {at, b~} are all equal to the same pair 
(c, d} with c ~: d, then there is at least one pair (r, s) E H with r :fi: s. 
(iii) I f  there is at least one pair ( r ,s} ~ H with r ~ s, then the 
unordered pairs (aa , hi},... , {aN, bN} are  2N-bounded in A <z). 
In (iii), observe that {a i , be) c A ~2) for each i, by (i). This lemma will 
be proved as 6.4 below. 
6.3 Proof of Theorem 4.4 using Lemma 6.2. Observe that (b) and (c) 
hold by construction. (a) Suppose that A satisfies 8, i.e., A E K Then 
for any identity a in Ie[8] and any evaluation of x, W, the values o f f i ,  g~ 
coincide for some i, and so the values of F i , G~ coincide as well. Then 
Lemma 6.2 (i) applies to show that a holds. Thus the equational subclass 
E 0 of E determined by [.)k Ik[ 3] contains K and hence K e. To complete 
the proof, we must check that E 0 is no larger than K ~. Because each 
equational class is determined by its SI members, it is enough to check 
that an SI algebra A not in K e fails to satisfy Ik[~ ] for some k. But A ~ K e 
implies A q~ K, so that A contains ome set of failure pairs for & Since A 
is SI, these failure pairs are k-bounded for some k, by Corollary 3.3. 
That Ik[3] then must fail is precisely the assertion of (d), which we now 
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prove: (d) Let (c 1 ,dl} .... , {CN, tiN} be the failure pairs and let {c, d} be 
their k-bound. Then for a suitable evaluation of x in A, fi(x) and gi(x) 
have values Q, d i for each i and for a suitable choice of the k-translation- 
inducing polynomial expressions Pl ,.-., ion c ~(k) and suitable evaluation 
of W in A, F i and Gi have values c, d (in either order) for each i. Then 
by Lemma 6.2 (ii), the j (2) , . . . , j (N)  can be chosen so that the corre- 
sponding identity in Ik[8] fails. (e): I f  some member ofIk[8 ] fails in A, i.e., 
for some particular evaluation of x, W in A, let c i , d i be the correspond- 
ing values off¢, g i ,  and let a i , b i be the corresponding values of f  i , G i , 
for each i. Then by the construction of ~(k), {Q, d~} ---% {a¢, b¢} for 
each i, and by Lemma 6.2 (iii), the {a~, b~} are 2N-bounded. Hence 
{q,  dl},..., {CN, rig} are a (k ~- 2N)-bounded set of failure pairs for 
in A. 
6.4 Proof of Lemma 6.2. (i) If a~ = bl for some i, then by property 
(2.5a) of the tj., (a i ,  bl) "i (c, d) is a trivial (i.e., a diagonal) pair for 
any (c, d) and any j. Further leftward applications of ,-operations, 
ending with (a l ,  bi) , leave a trivial pair at each stage. (ii) Regard 
{an, bn} as a sequence from c to d (or d to c). Since {an- l ,  bN-1} also 
equals {c, d}, the elements (an_~, bn_~) *i(n) (an ,  bn), as j (N )  varies, 
form the derived sequence (Section 5). Continuing leftward to (a l ,  bl) , 
we obtain the second derived sequence, the third, etc., ending with the 
(N -- 1)st. In particular, the set of pairs H (regarded as unordered pairs) 
constitute the links of a sequence joining c and d. I f  c ~ d, at least one 
of these links must be nontrivial. (iii) Say 
(r, s) = (a l ,  bl) *J(2)("" *~(N)(aN, b~))---). 
For each i ~ 1,..., AT, a sequence from r to s will be constructed so that 
each link is an N translate of (a i ,b~). The Multisequence lemma 
(Lemma 5.3) then asserts that a link from each sequence can be chosen 
so that the designated links are N-bounded; hence the (al, bi} are (2N)- 
bounded. The desired sequence from r to s for each i is simply r, ei, s, 
where e i is the common value of both coordinates in the pair (e i ,  el) 
obtained by substituting ai for b i in the relevant position of the defining 
expression for (r, s). In other words, if x is a i instead of b i , then the pair 
@1, bl) *~(~) ("" *~(i) (a i ,  x) *~'(i+l) ("" *~(N) (aN,  bn)) "") "") becomes 
(e i ,  el) instead of (r, s). Write this "variable pair" as (9(x), ¢(x)). By 
putting the abbreviated *-notation back in terms of the polynomials t j ,  
it can be seen that 9 and ~b are ( i  - -  1)-translations, o are N-translations. 
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Since ~ takes {ai, bi} to (e~, r) and ¢ takes {a¢, bi} to {ei, s}, the sequence 
r, e~, s has the desired property. 
(The proof shows that 2N could have been replaced by 2N-  1 in 
(c), if desired.) 
7. THE APPLICATION OF THE CRITERION TO CARDINALITY RESTRICTIONS 
The main goal of this paper is to prove constructively that in a 
congruence-distributive equational class E of finite type any member 
with some finite number m of elements has a finite equational basis 
(Theorem 1.3). In Section 2, this question was reduced to the problem 
of finding a finite equational basis, relative to E, for the subclass Em 
consisting of all algebras in E with at most m elements. E~ is determined, 
relative to E, by the UDE v~ = (~/xi , . . . ,  xm+l )ORi< jx  i = Xj. In 
Section 4, a criterion (Criterion 4.5) was formulated for such UDE- 
defined subclasses to have finite relative equational bases. The criterion, 
applied to vra in the form (3s i )~ (2), requires the existence of an 
integer h" such that any SI algebra A ~ E in which v m fails has a k"- 
bounded set of failure pairs for v m . Thus, the following lernma, which 
states aspecific value of k", is exactly what is needed to prove Theorem 2.1 
and thereby complete the chain of reasoning. 
7.1 LEMMA. Let E be a congruence-distributive equational class, and 
let m be any positive integer. Then every SI algebra A ~ E with at least 
m 4-1 elements contains m-~ 1 elements c 1,..., %+1 such that the 
m(m 4- 1)/2 pairs {Q , cj} (i < j) are 26"~-bounded in A (2). 
7.2 COROLLARY. Let E be a Congruence-distributive equational class 
of finite type, with designated J6nsson-polynomial expressions t o ,..., t~, 
and let B be an algebra in E of some finite cardinality m. Then B e is deter- 
mined by the union of the following finite sets of identities. 
(a) J6nsson's identities on t o ,..., t ,  (see Theorem 2.5); 
(b) a basis for the m-variable identities of B, as read off from the 
operation tables of the free algebra ohm generators with the: identities of B; 
(e) Ik[v~] for k = 2 6~. 
(The proof is an amalgam of Theorem 2.2, Proposition 2.4, and the 
application of Criterion 4.5 to v m .) 
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7.3 Proof of Lemma 7.1 (first installment). In an SI algebra A c E, 
any finite list of nontrivial pairs is k-bounded for some k, by Corollary 3.3. 
For the pairs {Q, cj} coming from m @ 1 distinct elements ca ,..., c~+ 1
in A, our task, then, is to find a value of k that can be prescribed in 
advance and does not depend on the choice of A. (Fortunately, within a 
given A the choice of c 1 ,..., c~+ 1 is ours, if we wish.) For a given SI 
algebra A, there are two cases, an easy one and a harder one: 
Case 1. Any two nontrivial pairs in A are/-bounded for some known, 
small integer l. 
Case 2. Some two nontrivial pairs in A are not/ -bounded for this l, 
even though they are k-bounded for some k. 
Of course, l remains to be specified. The proof proceeds by playing 
the two cases against one another: I f  l is carefully chosen, in Case i any 
distinct c 1 ,..., cm+l ~ A will yield a 26m-bounded set of pairs {c~, cj}. In 
Case 2, the existence of "long" k-translations (i.e., k > l) that cannot 
be shortened will force the existence of suitable c 1 ,..., c,,~+ 1 among the 
elements involved in such long k-translations. 
The proper choice of l is not immediately obvious; in fact, l appears 
only as one entry in a list of parameters occurring naturally in the proof, 
each parameter being defined in terms of the preceding parameters in 
the list. The integer 26m is the result of a retrospective calculation at the 
end of this parameter list. 
For future reference, here is the list of parameters and their definitions, 
in admittedly unmotivated form: 
7.4 Summary of Parameters. (i) m: given. 
(ii) M = C(2m, m) -- 1, where C(n, k) denotes the binomial 
coefficient. 
(iii) d=2C(M+ 1,2)-}- 1. 
(iv) l ~-- dM. 
(v) g = l" [log 2C(m+ 1,2), where, for a real number r, [r 
denotes the least integer >/r. 
(vi) Fact: 2 G~ j> g. 
7.5 Details of Case 1. Let c 1 ,..., c~,+1 be any m + 1 distinct elements 
of A, and consider the C(m + 1, 2) pairs {Q, cj}, i < j. By hypothesis, 
every two such pairs have an/-bound,  further, every two such bounds 
have an/-bound, so that every four of the original pairs have a 2/-bound. 
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This doubling process must be continued [log2 N times, where N is the 
number of pairs, namely C(m + 1, 2). (Of course, because C(m + 1, 2) 
is not a power of 2, the last time does not represent a full doubling.) 
Therefore, the original set of pairs is g-bounded, where g 
l - [log~ C(m + 1, 2). 
It remains to check that g can be replaced by the more convenient 
expression 2 6~, as asserted in 7.4 (vi): Stirling's formula asserts the 
asymptotic relation ml ~-~ S(m), where S(m) = (m/e)m(27rm)l/2; it follows 
that C(2m, m) ~,~ S(2m)/S(m) ~= 22"~/(~rm)1/~, l ~-~ M 3 ~-~ 26~/(rrm)3/~. 
Since [log 2 C(m q- 1, 2) ~-~ 2 log 2 m, we get g ~-~ c26m • (log 2 m)/m3/2, 
where c = 2/7r3/2. To get a bound instead of an asymptotic relation, a 
more specific version of Stirling's formula is useful: S(m) ~ m! ~ proS(m), 
where Pm= 1/(1 - 1/(12m)). It follows that C(2m, rn) ~ pzmS(2m)/S(m) 2. 
From this starting point, a bound can easily be computed for the ratio in 
each asymptotic relationship. The net result is a relationship g ~< 
c'2nm(log2 m)/m3/2, where c' is a fraction <½.  Because the bound on g 
is more of theoretical than practical value, it seems harmless to substitute 
the weaker but simpler bound g ~ 2 ~m. 
Case 2 will be treated in the next section. 
8. THE RAMSEY ARGUMENT 
This section continues the proof of the preceding section. 
8.1 Details of Case 2. For l as defined in 7.4 and for a given SI 
algebra A, we are assuming that some two members of _//~z) have no 
common /-bound in A ~.  We wish to find c I ,..., cm+ ~ E A so that the 
m(m + 1)/2 pairs {c~ , cj) (i < j) are g-bounded, for g as in 7.4. 
The construction proceeds in seven steps. 
Step 1. Choose pairs {ao, b0) and {ao' , bo' } in A ~2) that do have some 
common/ -bound (r, s) but are not k-bounded for any k < l. 
JUSTIFICATION. Let (r l ,  sl}, {r2, s2} be the two hypothesized pairs 
in A ~2) that have no common/-bound in A ~2). Since A is SI, they do have a 
k-bound (r, s) for some k, which we may take to be minimal. Break each 
of the arrows of length k into two pieces: {rl, sl} -->k-, {ao, bo} -+~ {r, s} 
and {r~, s2} -+k-t {ao', bo'} --+z (r, s}. Then {ao, bo}, {ao', bo' } are as 
required. 
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Step 2. Factor I as l = dM, where the values of d and M are as in 7.4 
but have not yet been motivated. Name every dth intermediate pair 
involved in the two bounding arrows of Step 1, by writing {do, b0} --~a 
{al, b~}--+a "'"---~a {aM, bi} = {r, s} and similarly for primed pairs. 
(Although these are unordered pairs, we may assume aM ~- aM' = r, 
b i  =- bi '  = s.) 
DISCUSSION. The desired elements @1 ,..., Cm÷l) will eventually be 
chosen from among the ai, or, alternatively, from among the bi, the 
a(,  or the b(. With this goal in mind, let us consider, for each i and j 
with 0 ~ i < j ~ M, the three-link sequence (a j ,  a~, b~, bj) of Fig. 1. 
! 
FIG. 1. Sequence of pairs for the Ramsey argument. 
Although the utility of the sequence (a j ,  a i , b i , bj) is not yet apparent, 
each of its links does have an evident relevance: As i varies, the middle 
links {a,, b,} have a common bound {r, s}; on the other hand, if all first 
links {aj., a~} were nontrivial and had a common g-bound, then any 
m + 1 of the a i would constitute the desired set of Q. In fact, we would 
settle for a single set J of m + 1 indices such that just the pairs {a~, ai} 
for i, j e ~¢, i < j, have a common g-bound. Alternatively, we would 
accept pairs {bi, bj} in place of {aj, ai} , or similar primed pairs. 
The Multisequence lemma (Lemma 5.3) sounds potentially useful for 
obtaining such bounds. That lemma, however, applies only to sequences 
with common initial and final elements. The appropriate device to 
achieve such sequences is as follows. 
Step 3. Recall that {aj, b~} ---~d(U-i) (r, s} for each i < j. Let q~ij be 
the d(M --j)-translation that induces this arrow. Let Sii be the sequence 
obtained by applying 9ij to the whole sequence (a~, ai, bi, b3.): Sij 
(r, 9iiai, 9~ib~, s). Sequences S~3 are similarly defined. 
Notice a somewhat suspicious circumstance appearing: 9ij induces an 
arrow of the correct "length" to carry (aj, hi} to (r, s} but of insufficient 
length to carry (a~, bi} to {r, s}, and yet that seems to be almost what 
we are attempting. 
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Step 4. Apply the Mukisequence lemma (Lemma 5.3) to all the 
sequences Sij., S~j, simultaneously. The number N of such sequences 
is N = 2C(M -/ 1, 2). The lemma asserts the existence of a nontrivial 
"key link" in each sequence such that all key links have a common 
N-bound {to, so} in A (~). If d ~ N -- 1 = 2C(M + 1, 2) + 1 as in 7.4, 
then, the arrow from each key link to the bound (to, So} is not quite as 
"long" as the arrow from each of (a0, bo}, (al, hi},.., to the next. This 
defect of 1 in length will become important in the succeeding steps. 
Step 5. For each i < j, one of the three links of Si3. is the key link. 
Examine the implication of each possibility in turn: 
POSSIBILITY I. (r, qoijai} = (gi~aj, Ti3a~} is the key link. In this case, 
{a~, ai} ---*g {ro, So} (a circumstance earlier held to be desirable, in the 
discussion after Step 2). Reasoning: By the construction of qo,j, 
{ai, at} ---~(M=j) (q%jaj, ~ijai} --*a-1 (ro, So}. Since 0 ~< i < j implies 
j >I 1, d (M~j )+ (d--  1) ~< d(M- -  1)+ d= dM= I ~< g.(Sce7.4. 
Technically, we must make the harmless assumption that m >/2.) 
POSSIBILITY 2. {gijai, 9ijb,} is the key link. In this case, one can 
show that (do, bo} ---~z-1 {ro, so} (a fact that will soon be used to represent 
a short-circuiting of the original condition on (%, bo} ). Reasoning: As 
mentioned after Step 3, cpij induces an arrow seemingly at least d steps 
too short to go from {ai, b~} to the vicinity of {r, s}. Moreover, by Step 4, 
{to, So} lies less than a full d-arrow past the vicinity of {r, s}. Specifically, 
{do, bo} --~di (ai, hi} --~a(M-j) {q)iiai, 9ijbl} -+a-i (ro, So}, and so i < j 
implies di + d(M- - j )  + (d- -  1)~d( j - -  1 )+d(M- - j )+d- -  1 = 
DM- - I= I - -1 .  
POSSIBILITY 3. This case is the same as Possibility 1, except that 
{b,, bj} replaces {a,, aj}. 
Each of the sequences S~j yields three corresponding cases as well. 
Of course, these three possibilities, conceivably occurring indepen- 
dently for so many pairs of indices i < j, represent a bewildering 
profusion of cases when considered simultaneously. The next two steps 
will produce out of this confusion a set J of m q- 1 indices with the 
properties mentioned in the discussion preceding Step 3. 
Step 6. Observe that either (*) no middle link of any S¢i is a key 
link, or (,') no middle link of any S~j is a key link. For by Possibility 2 
of Step 5, the existence of key middle links both for unprimed and for 
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primed sequences would imply that {r0, so} is an (l -- 1)-bound of both 
{do, bo} and {do', bo'}, in contradiction to Step 1. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the alternative (*) 
holds. All primed elements can now be discarded and our attention 
confined to unprimed elements. 
Step 7. We are Still faced with a gap between what we know and 
what we want. We want to find a set J of m + 1 indices such that 
{al, ai} -+g {ro, So} for all i < j in J (or, possibly, such that {bi, bj} --% 
{r0, So} ). We know merely that for each i < j, either {a~, a~.} -% {r0, So} 
or {b4, bj}--% {ro, So}. But this is a typical Ramsey-coloring problem: 
Regard the M + 1 integers 0, 1,..., M as vertices of a complete graph 
and color the edge (i, j} red if the key link of S~j is the initial link, 
blue if the key link is the final link. Ramsey's theorem asserts that 
there exists a set J of n + 1 vertices uch that all edges between vertices 
in J  are a single color, provided only that M + 1 /> RN(m+I,  re+l ,  2), 
the relevant Ramsey number. Since RN(m + 1, m + 1, 2) ~< C(2m, m) 
([29, p. 57]; note the misprinted ~< in some printings), the choice 
M = C(2m, m) -- 1 meets this condition. Thus the desired S exists. 
To sum up: If  q,.. . ,  %+1 are simply the elements {a¢, i~ J}  or 
{b¢, i ~ J}, depending on the outcome of the application of Ramsey's 
theorem, then in A (2) the pairs {Q, ca} (i < j) are g-bounded, and hence 
26~-bounded, asrequired. 
8.2 Remark. In the case of lattices, Discussion 5.4 provides a 
simplification, provided that all sequences used are chains. This can be 
accomplished by requiring ai < b¢ for all i and, in Step 3, replacing the 
sequence (a:., a~, b~, b~) by the related chain (ai,  (ai v aj.) ^  bj, 
(b i v a~) ^  bj, b~). With these changes, d in 7.4 can be chosen to be 
simply 4, instead of 2C(M + 1, 2) + 1. Thus, the parameters in the 
lattice case are less interdependent. This fact facilitated the discovery of 
the lattice version, which on inspection proved to be open to generaliza- 
tion. 
9. NONCONSTRUCTIVE SHORTCUTS 
Both Herrman [32] and Makkai [52] have developed ingenious proofs 
that amount o shortcuts around the calculations of Sections 7-8. Both 
succeed in characterizing any equational class in question by a finite set 
of first-order sentences, not all of which are identities. It then follows 
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nonconstructively from G6del's compactness theorem that any set of 
defining identities for the equational class can be replaced by a finite 
defining subset. 
More specifically, Hermann considers only lattices, but develops a 
sufficient condition for the existence of a finite equational basis that 
applies not just to the equational class generated by a finite lattice, but 
to a more general kind of UDE-defined class subject to a uniform 
boundedness condition on pairs of quotients, with respect o ---~. 
Makkai, on the other hand, considers only the equational class gen- 
erated by a finite algebra, but applies his method to the full congruence- 
distributive case. His method is, however, susceptible of generalization 
to an analog of Hermann's. 
The following theorem summarizes the content of both approaches, 
while avoiding hypotheses that require technical preparation. (The 
proof and the specific onnections with both approaches will be presented 
in the next sections.) 
9.1 THEOREM. Let E o be a congruence-distributive equational class of 
finite type. Suppose that Eo is generated by a positive universal class K 
such that 
(a) K is strictly elementary, and 
(b) in K, the property of being finitely subdirectly irreducible (FSI) 
is strictly elementary. 
Then Eo itself is strictly elementary, i.e., is finitely based. 
9,2 Remarks. (1) By a "positive universal class" is meant a class 
defined by positive universal sentences, or equivalently, by UDE's. 
A test for this property is that the class be closed under the formation of 
ultraproducts, of subalgebras, and.of epimorphic images [26, p. 275, 
Corollary 2]. 
(2) By a "strictly elementary" class (or property) is meant a class 
(or property) defined by some finite set of (first-order) sentences. A test 
is that both membership and non-membership in the class should be 
preserved under ultraproducts. By G6del's compactness theorem, any 
defining set of sentences for such a class can be reduced to a finite 
defining subset. In Theorem 9.1, (a) and (b) mean strictly elementary 
in an absolute sense, and not merely "relative to E o ." 
(3) In (b) it would be enough to require that the FSI property be 
axiomatic (definable by some set of sentences), because this would imply 
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that being FSI is preserved under ultraproducts; the property of being 
non-FSI is always preserved under ultraproducts. 
(4) In most applications, K is given in advance. Alternatively, 
though, if one starts with a finitely based congruence-distributive 
equational c ass E of finite type in which being FSI is a strictly elementary 
property, then the theorem can be applied to any equational subclass 
E0 of E that is generated by the models of finitely many positive universal 
sentences. 
9.3 EXAMPLES. (El). Let A be a finite algebra of finite type in a 
congruence-distributive equational class. Let E 0 ~ A *, and let K 
HS({A}), the class of epimorphic images of subalgebras ofA. Then both 
K and the class of FSI algebras in K include only a finite number of 
isomorphism types, so are strictly elementary. Therefore E is finitely 
based, i.e., A has a finite equational basis. 
(E2) Let E be a finitely based congruence-distributive equational 
class of finite type with the Principal Intersection Property (PIP), i.e., 
such that in any algebra ore,  the intersection oftwo principal congruence 
relations is again principal. For example, E could be the class of all 
Heyting algebras or of all relation algebras [4, Sect. 2]. Then by [4, 
Theorem 2.15(a)] being FSI in E is strictly elementary. Theorem 9.1 
can then be applied to equational subclasses of E as in Remarks 9.2(4). 
(See [4, Theorem 2.15(6)].) 
(E3) [32]. Let K be the class of all modular lattices of length at 







[32]. Let K be the class of all lattices (modular or not) of 
most 3; then Theorem 9.1 applies. 
Let K be any class of lattice-ordered groups determined by a 
of UDE's. Then it can be checked that Theorem 9.1 applies. 
Let K be any class of lattice-ordered rings determined by a 
of UDE's. Then it can be checked that Theorem 9.1 applies. 
10. GENERIC CONSTRUCTS AND N-RADII 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 9.1, it will be helpful to 
have a more down-to-earth characterization f the classes to which that 
theorem applies. Two concepts, roughly corresponding to ideas of 
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Makkai's theory and of Herrmann's, will be useful: That of the "Nth 
generic axiom problem" of an equational class, and that of the "N- 
radius" of an equational class. 
10.1 Generic constructs. What is the simplest possible UDE, other 
than an identity? One candidate would be e~, given by e2: a 1 
b 1 OR a 2 = b~, a UDE with no variables, in which a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , bz are 
nullary polynomial expressions. Of course, most familiar equational 
classes do not have four nullary (constant) operations, but extra nullary 
operations can be tacked on. Because this procedure does not alter 
congruence relations, the study of the UDE e 2 then provides valuable 
information about the original algebra. In fact, suppose an equational 
basis Z has been found for the class of, say, all lattices L with four added 
constants a x , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 such thatL satisfies %. Then an equational basis 
can be obtained for any class of lattices (even without constant operations) 
defined by a UDE 8 -- (Vx)fl(x) = gl(x) OR f2(x) = gz(x), simply by 
substitution of f l ,  gl , f2 ,  g2 for a l ,  b l ,  a~, b 2 in each identity of Z: 
By 2.3, ez and Z coincide i fL  is SI, as then do ~ and the new identities. 
This fact was the starting point for the development of the theory of [2], 
and even the theory of [4, Sect. 2]. I f  E is any equational class, then, and 
N >~ 2, let E[a 1 , b 1 ,..., aN, by] denote the new equational class obtained 
by imposing new nullary operations a l ,  b 1 ,..., an , b:v on algebras of E in 
all possible ways. Thus, for example, a 10-element algebra in E would 
yield 10 2~ algebras in E[a l ,  b 1 ,..., aN, bN]. Let EN, the "Nth generic 
UDE"  be given by EN : a 1 = b 1 OR. . .OR a N = bn • The "Nth generic 
equational axiom problem" for E is to find an equational basis, relative 
to E[a l ,  b I ,..., aN, bN], for the subclass determined by e~v. I f  E is 
congruence-distributive, theNth generic axiom problem can be solved 
as in [4, Sect. 4] or by the identities I[~N] of Section 6 above. It will be 
shown below that the equational classes E 0 to which Theorem 9.1 
applies are essentially those for which the generic axiom problem has 
a finite solution (Comparison 11.2 (Q7)). 
10.2 The N-radius, Let E be a congruence-distributive equational 
class, and let N >~ 2. In an SI or FSI algebra A ~ E, let the radius of a 
list of nontrivial pairs {al, bl},..., {aw, bN} be the least integer k such 
that the N pairs are k-bounded, i.e., have a bound in A (2) via --+k • (By 
Corollary 3.3, such a k exists.) Let the N-radius of A, Rs(A) ,  be the 
supremum (possibly ~)  of the radii: of all lists of N nontrivial pairs 
from A. For a non-FSI algebra A, this definition can be salvaged: Let 
the N-radius of A, RN(A ) be the supremum of all bounded lists of N 
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nontrivial pairs from .4. (For the case of lattices with N = 2, this was 
the idea of Hermann [32] for defining the "weak projective radius.") 
Finally, for a class of algebras in E, let the N-radius of the class be the 
supremum of the N-radii of its members. 
10.3. Basic Properties of the N-radius 
(P1) By the "two at a time, four at a time, eight at a time ..." reasoning 
of Case 1 in Section 7, it is easy to see that i f  A is an SI (or FSI) algebra, 
then Rn(A) <~ ([log2 N) R2(A), where as before [r, for real r, is the least 
integer ~>r. (The temptation to jump to the same conclusion for non-FSI 
algebras must be avoided; it is interesting to seek out the point at which 
the reasoning oes astray.) 
(P2) For given l, the statement "R,,(A) <~ l" can be reexpressed, 
" I f  any N given nontrivial pairs in A are (l + 1)-bounded, then they are 
already l-bounded." Indeed, if the latter statement holds and (a 1 , bl},... , 
{ajv , bu} cA (2) are k-bounded by {c, d} for some k > l, write 
{ai , bi} ---~z~-z-1 {a(, bi' } --~z+l (c, d} for appropriate pairs {ai' , bi' }. Since 
the latter pairs are (l + 1)-bounded, they are /-bounded by some 
{c', d'}. Thus {ai , bi} ----%-t-1 {ai', b(} ---~l {c', d'}, so that the pairs 
{ai, bi} are (k -- 1)-bounded by {c', d'}. I f  k -- 1 is still >l,  the process 
can be repeated to yield a (k -- 2)-bound, and so on until an/ -bound is 
attained. 
(P3) For algebras of finite type and for given l, the statement 
"RN(A) <~ l" is strictly elementary: The reformulation given in (2) is 
expressible as a single first-order sentence. 
For the case of lattices, Herrmann [32] found that the weak projective 
radius of a lattice is at most 2 more than the maximum weak projective 
radius of its SI subdirect factors. The analogous result in the present 
setting is this: 
(P4) I f  all SI subdirect factors of A have N-radius at most k, then 
the N-radius of A itself is at most k + 2N. The reasoning: Let {al, bl},... , 
{aN, bs} ~ d (~) have some bound {c, d} ~ A (2). Then in some SI factor 
B ~ A/O, g ~ d and so d r ~ 6 i for all i as well (in obvious notation). I f  
B is made into an algebra B' ~ E[a 1 , b 1 ,..., an, bN] by the addition of 
d i , /~ as nullary operations, then the pairs (di, b~} constitute a set of 
failure pairs for the generic UDE eu, and this set of failure pairs is 
bounded, by Corollary 3.3. By Theorem 4.4 (d), some identity in Ik[%- ]
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fails in B'. Since identities are preserved under homomorphism, that 
identity fails in A', the algebra obtained from A by regarding the a~, b i 
as nullary operations. But then Theorem 4.4 (e) asserts that A' contains 
a (k + 2N)-bounded set of failure pairs, which of course are just the 
{ai, bi}. To sum up: If N pairs in A (2) are bounded at all, they are 
(k + 2N)-bounded. Therefore Rw(A) <~ k 4- 2N. (Observe that this 
reasoning, which runs smoothly enough here, really depends on some 
rather technical calculations in Proof 6.4.) 
(P5) For a congruence-distributive equational class E of finite type 
and N >/2, RN(E) is finite if and only if, in E, the property of being FSI 
is strictly elementary (relative to E). Reasoning: Suppose Rn(E) is finite, 
say equal to k. By Corollary 3.3, an algebra A e E is FSI if and only if 
any two pairs in A (2), or equivalently, any N pairs in A (~), have a bound 
in A (z). Since RN(E) ~ k, if such pairs have a bound at all they have a 
k-bound. Thus the FSI property is equivalent to the condition: Any N 
nontrivial pairs have a k-bound. But since E is of finite type, this 
condition can be expressed by a first-order sentence. For the opposite 
implication, let us prove the contrapositive: Suppose that Rs(E) is not 
finite, i.e., that the N-radii of algebras in E can be arbitrary large or 
even infinite. By property (P4), even the SI members of E alone must 
have radii that are arbitrarily large or even infinite. In other words, for 
each n, n = 0, 1, 2,..., there exists an SI (hence FSI) algebra A~ ~E 
such that some N pairs in A~ z) are not n-bounded. Let A~ be any (free) 
ultraproduct of the A . .  A~ ) contains N corresponding pairs. For 
arbitrary k, the N designated pairs of A~ are not k-bounded except for 
finitely many values of n; in Ao~, then, the corresponding N pairs are 
not k-bounded at all, Since k was arbitrary, the N pairs in A® are not 
bounded, period. Then by Corollary 3.3, Aoo is not FSI. Since the 
property of being FSI was not preserved under the formation of an 
ultraproduct, it cannot be strictly elementary. 
10.4 Remark. Actually, the proof just concluded yields slightly 
more: If even the property of being SI is strictly elementary, or even 
axiomatic, then R~(E) is finite. Combined with (P5), this observation 
gives an intriguing conclusion: For congruence-distributive varieties of 
finite type, if the property of being SI is strictly elementary (or even 
axiomatic), then so is the property of being FSI. For example, a Heyting 
algebra H is SI when H has a largest element e < 1, a strictly elementary 
condition. H is FSI when 1 is join-irreducible, again a strictly elementary 
condition, as predicted. However, one cannot pass conversely from FSI 
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to SI, as the example of vector lattices hows: Here being FSI is equiv- 
alent to being totally ordered, a strictly elementary property, and yet 
being SI is not axiomatic [4, Note 2.16(a)]. 
I1. THE NONCONSTRUCTIVE PROOF 
A proof of Theorem 9.1 will be presented, adapted from the ideas of 
Herrmann [32]. A comparison will then be made with the method of 
Makkai [52]. 
11.1 Proof of Theorem 9.1. We are given E0 generated by K. Let E 
be an enveloping finitely based congruence-distributive equational class 
containing E, say the class defined by J6nsson's identities on the 
polynomials t~. Since K is a positive universal class, it is definable by 
UDE's. Further, since K is assumed by (a) to be strictly elementary, not 
merely relative to E 0 but in an absolute sense, G6del compactness 
ensures that K is definable by finitely many UDE's, say ~1 ,.--, ~ • Let K i 
be the subclass of E determined by 8i. Then K1 ~ n ... n K,~ ~ = K ~, 
as both sides of this equation have the same SI members by J6nsson's 
theorem (stated as Theorem 2.3 above), and equational classes are 
identifiable by their SI members. 
Next, hypothesis (b) asserts that the property of being FSI in K is 
strictly elementary. Because the FSI members of E 0 are all in K (again 
by J6nsson, Theorem 2.3 above), the property of being FSI in Eo is 
strictly elementary, even in an absolute sense. Choose N ~ max~ N~, 
where N¢ is the number of disjugands in 8 i . Then by Property 10.3 (P5), 
RN(E0) is a finite integer, say k. 
CLAIM. The algebras A in E 0 are characterized by these three 
conditions: (i) A ~E; (ii) RN(A) <~ k; (iii) A ~ Ik[~] for i = 1,..., n. 
For suppose A ~ E 0 ; then (i) holds because E o C E, (ii) holds because 
R~(Eo) = k, and (iii) holds because any algebra in E that satisfies ~ also 
satisfies Iz[8~] for all 1 (Theorem 4.4 (a)). Conversely, suppose A satisfies 
(i), (ii), (iii). By (iii), for each i, A has no k-bounded set of failure pairs 
for 8~ (Theorem 4.4 (d)). By (ii) and an obvious inequality, k >~ RN(A) >/ 
RN,(A); by the definition of RN~(A), A has no /-bounded set of failure 
pairs for 8i for any 1. Then by Theorem 4.4 (a, e) for each i, A ~ Ki ~, so 
that A ~ (']i Ki ~ = E0 • (The condition (i) was necessary for the other 
theorems quoted to apply.) 
Now observe that the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are all strictly elementary 
6o7/24/3 -3
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--(i) because E is finitely based by choice, (ii) by Property 10.3 (P3), and 
(iii) because Ik[3 d is finite (Theorem 4.4 (b)). Therefore E 0 is a strictly 
elementary class and has a finite equational basis by G6del's compactness 
theorem. 
11.2 COMPARISON (with the method of Makkai). The ideas of Makkai 
can be adapted to produce a second proof of Theorem 9.1. Rather than 
relying on computation with arrows, Makkai relies directly on the special 
form of the identities constructed in [4]. The identities constructed in
Section 6 of the present paper will serve just as well, so let us use the 
latter. 
Aside from the reliance on identities, the basic outline of the second 
proof is exactly like that of the first. To make the correspondence 
especially clear, the use of boundedness and radii will be replaced in the 
second proof by the use of parallel concepts to be called "pseudo- 
boundedness" and "pseudoradii." 
Let E be a congruence-distributive equational class of finite type. 
Fix N >/2 and consider the generic UDE eN and the corresponding sets 
of identities Ik[eN], k = 0, 1, 2,.... For A EE and {al, bl},..., (aN, bN} E A ~2', 
regard the a~, b, as nullary operations and consider the set of identities 
Ik[ey] for each k. If A ~ Ilc[~y] for some k, let us say that the pairs 
{al, bl},..., {aN, bt~} are k-pseudobounded in A c2). Correspondingly, if 
these pairs are k-pseudobounded for some k, call the least such k the 
pseudoradius of the list of pairs. Define the N-pseudoradius ofA, PR~(A), 
to be the supremum over all such lists in A that happen to be pseudo- 
bounded. As before, the N-pseudoradius PRy(K) of a class K of algebras 
is the supremum of the N-pseudoradii of its members. 
The properties of these concepts are very much like those of their 
earlier counterparts: 
(Q1) [Cf. Lemma 3.2]. In any algebra of E, the congruence 
intersection of N given pairs is non-O if and only if they are pseudoboundecl. 
This assertion depends only on the fact that the identities we are using 
characterize the equational closure of the models of E~¢ in E[a 1 , b 1 .... , 
ay, by] and the fact that the members of this equational closure are also 
characterized bythe congruence condition 0(% bl) n ... n O(aN, bs) = 0, 
[4, Theorem 1.5]. The previous version (Lemma 3.2) depended more 
directly on the computations of Section 5. 
(Q2) [Cf. Corollary 3.3]. AeE  is FSi if and only if every N 
nontrivialpairs in A are pseudobounded. This is a direct corollary of (Q1), 
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as before. Observe, however, that pseudoboundedness is not related 
to a quasi-order on A I~). Even so, k-pseudoboundedness still implies 
/-pseudoboundedness for all l ~ k. 
(Q3) [Cf. Theorems 4.2 and 4.4(d)]. I f  8 is a UDE with N 
disjugands and K is the subclass of E determined by 8, then A ~ K ~ if and 
only if no set of failure pairs for 8 in A is pseudobounded. In fact, if A has 
a k-pseudobounded set of failure pairs for 8, then Ik[8] fails in A. These 
assertions are consequences of the fact that Ik[8] is constructed from 
Ik[EN ] by a simple substitution of polynomials for the a~, b~. 
(Q4) [Cf. 10.3 (P2)]. Forgiven l, the statement "PRN(A) <~ l" can 
be reexpressed, "If  any N given nontrivial pairs in A are (1 + 1)-pseudo- 
bounded, then they are already 1-pseudobounded." This statement is 
proved exactly as 10.3 (P2) was. In particular, a computation with arrows 
is used, so that the particular form of the identities in the sets ik[~u] is 
relevant. The identities of[4, Sect. 4] are of similar construction and so 
share the same property. 
(Q5) [Cf. 10.3 (P3)]. For algebras of finite type and for given l, 
the statement "PRN(A) ~ l" is strictly elementary. This follows from (Q4). 
(Qb) [Cf. 10.3 (P4)]. I f  all SI subdirect factors of A have N- 
pseudoradius at most k, then so does A itself. Notice that this time there 
is no jump from k to k + 2N. The proof is as before, via EN, but this 
time is based on (Q2) and (Q3) above. 
(QT) [Cf. 10.3 (P5)]. PRN(E) is finite if and only if the property 
of being FSI in E is strictly elementary (relative to E). The proof is as 
before, but (Q2) replaces Corollary 3.3. 
The second proof of Theorem 9.1 now proceeds exactly as in 
Proof 11.1, except hat the properties (Q--) replace their counterparts. 
Conceivably, there may be a third proof similar to the second one, 
but starting, "Consider any set J of identities that solves the Nth generic 
axiom problem for E." "k-pseudoboundedness" could be replaced by 
"S-pseudoboundedness" for finite subsets S of J. The main difficulty 
would be in the search for substitutes for (Q4) and (Q5). 
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